VIETNAMESE POS-TAGGING TOOL
Tagset
POS Tag
Nr Proper noun
Nc

Description
Proper names of people, things (Proper noun)
"cái" and "con" which exist independently with single entities do
Classifier co-noun (loại
not indicate nouns and can combine with numerals (Classifier
từ)
co-noun)

Nu

Unit noun

Units used to measure, calculate (Unit noun)

Nt

Noun of time

Nouns imply the time (Noun of time)

Nq

Quantifier
(numerals)

Nn

Other nouns

Single nouns, collective nouns, abstract nouns (Other nouns)

Vd

Directional verb

Verbs indicate directional actions

Ve

Exist verb

Verbs indicate the state of the entities (Exist verb)

Vc

Copula “là” verb

Vv

Other verbs

Verb has a special quality (Copula "là" Verb)
Transitive, intransitive, transformative, volition, acceptation,
comparative … verbs (Other verbs)

D

Directional co-verb

Verbs stand as affixes for other verbs (Directional co-verb)

An

Ordinal number

Adjectives indicate orders, positions of entities (Ordinal number)

Aa

Other adjectives

noun

Nouns imply the quantity (Quantifier noun)

Other adjectives (Adjective - quality, quantity)
Pronouns used as affixes for another noun (Demonstratives
Pd Demonstrative pronoun
pronoun)
Pp Other pronouns
Other pronouns (Pronoun)
Adjuncts used to modify the meanings of verbs, adjectives or an
R
Adjunct
affix other than adverb (of time, degree,…)
Prepositions used to combine two words or two clauses of a
Cm Major/minor preposition sentence, to indicate location and time from an indicated
position. (Major/ Minor preposition)
Conjunctions used to express syntactic relationship between two
Cp Parallel Conjunction
words or phrases with the same function in the sentence, or
between two sentences or clauses (Parallel conjunction)
Subordinating
Conjunctions used to combine two clauses in a sentence
Cs
conjunction
(Subordinating conjunction)
Words used to express the speaker’s attitudes (surprised,
M Modifier word
suspicious, ironic, happy…) (Modifier word)

E

Exclamation word

Words used to express emotional reactions (call, response, joy,
complaint, curse, insult, …) (Exclamation word)

FW Foreign word
ON Onomatopoeia

Words adopted from foreign languages (Foreign word)
Words describe sounds (Onomatopoeia)

PU

Punctuation

Including all punctuations (Punctuation)

ID

Idioms

Fixed combinations of words whose meanings often cannot be
interpreted simply by the words forming them.

X

Unidentified words

Words whose POS cannot be identified

